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Iran’s Doomsday Clock
Iran Resets “Doomsday Clock”. You may know

about the giant “Doomsday Clock” in a public square in
downtown Tehran that is counting down the minutes
until the total destruction of Israel. It began ticking in
2015, based on a prediction by Iran’s long-time supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. Something has
changed in Iran. The Clock’s LED digital display shows
only a series of flashing question marks. Iran claims it
is only months away from producing nuclear weapons.
This has been confirmed by international intelligence
communities and acknowledged by a senior U.S. official. Iran boasts it is now one of the “top five countries
in the world in the field of combat drones.” It has developed several new solid-fuel missiles that can hit targets
1,200 miles away (Tehran to Tel Aviv is 900 miles).
Iran now has an active military force of 523,000 sol-

diers in Army and Revolutionary Guard Corps.
(Active personnel in the Israel Defense Forces
is 170,000.) Iran’s political and military leaders
now
speak
openly of
their immediate
plans for
the Jewish State.
(American
Friends of

The Scriptural prophecies let
us know that Israel will be here during the tribulation and after their peace treaty is signed by Antichrist, the Temple will be rebuilt in Jerusalem.
Magen David Adom 10/26)

Beheadings During Tribulation
Desensitizing the World.

Does the act of death by beheading and the much publicity it receives desensitize the world and
make a path for Antichrist?

Syrian Jihadi Fighting for
Azerbaijan Says He Was
Promised $100 for Each Beheaded Non-Muslim.

This is yet more confirmation that
many Muslims regard the Azer-

baijan/Armenia conflict as yet
another front in the global jihad.
(jihadwatch.com 11/3)

India: On Live TV, Muslim
University Student Leader
Calls for Beheading of
Those Who Insult Islam. This
is not an “extremist” view. This is
Islamic law. Islam mandates
death for non-Muslim subjects of
the Islamic state who mention
“something impermissible about

Allah, the Prophet, or Islam.” (jihadwatch.com 11/1) C
Canada: Imam Says Beheaded
Teacher Was ‘Filthy Excuse for a
Human Being,’ Prays ‘O Allah,
Destroy Enemies of Islam’.
Kathrada may be issuing a call to
action to believers who think it
incumbent upon themselves to
heed this Qur’anic directive and
become instruments of Allah’s
wrath. (jihadwatch.com 11/1)

Coronavirus
Covid Passports Are Coming and Our
Civil Liberties
May Never Be
the Same Again.

The World Health
Organization
(WHO) recently admitted that lockdowns cause more
harm than good. Instead of admitting that the lockdowns were a mistake, many in the political class,
which includes a disturbing number of medical professionals whose positions and prestige depend on government, claim that we cannot return to normalcy until
a coronavirus vaccine is in wide use. This suggests
that people among the majority of Americans who do
not wish to be vaccinated will remain under lockdown
or be forced to be vaccinated against their will. Moncef Slaoui, in charge of producing and delivering a
coronavirus vaccine, has said that those who receive
a vaccine will be monitored by "incredibly precise ...
tracking systems." Slaoui is just the latest "expert" to

endorse forcing the American people to relinquish
their few remaining scraps of privacy to stop coronavirus. Dr. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates have
urged development of a digital certificate for those
vaccinated for coronavirus. People without the certificate would find their liberty severely restricted.
Fauci and Gates' digital certificate could, and likely
will, be expanded to include proof individuals have
received a variety of other vaccines and medical
treatments. The digital certificate could even extend
to monitoring a person's lifestyle choices on the
grounds that unhealthy habits make one more susceptible to diseases...similar to China's social score
system which monitors and rates every lifestyle
decision you make. (Prophecynewswatch.com 11/6)

Hyprocrisy on Display as Saeb Erekat, the
Secretary-General of the PLO Executive
Committee, Checks Into Israeli Hospital for
Covid. He had accused Israel of spreading the

coronavirus but now checked himself into an Israeli
hospital to treat his Covid affliction. (prophecynewswatch.
Com 10/20)

Bits and Pieces
Minneapolis Residents Sue City Because
Police No Longer Protecting Them. MPD
lost a lot of officers to retirements and resignations and has cancelled plans to expand. Unsurprisingly there is a massive rise in
crime. (freedomoutpost.com 10/22)
Death Toll Climbs to 91 in 7 Mag Quake that
Hit Turkey and Greece on October 30.
Over 800 people injured as rescue teams
search for survivors in rubble of buildings that
collapsed in Turkish city of Izmir (ancient city
of Smyrna); Israel has offered to assist in rescue efforts. (timesofisrael.com 10/31)
Canada: Trudeau Government Grants Exemption to Sell Drone Technology to Turkey Turkey’s President Erdogan supports
ISIS, is virulently anti-Israel, and is
now recruiting jihadists from Syria with plans to

attack Greece. Erdogan called the EU “sick”
and “collapsing”; he called French President
Macron “mentally unbalanced” for protecting
the freedom of speech in France in the wake of
a teacher’s beheading for offending Islam. Yet
Canadian PM Trudeau actually “discussed the
issue of WESCAM exports to Turkey with
President Erdogan during a phone conversation in April.” Trudeau already has a
“worrisome record” in advancing the cause of
Islamization in Canada. (jihadwatch.com 10/31)
Mass Deception. The media accused the LAbased Grace Community Church of being a
superspreader of the coronavirus, but after
weeks of breathless reporting, only three cases
turned up. (freedomoutpost.com 10/26)
New Data Reveals Just How Many Americans Temporarily Moved To Escape Pandemic. Moving-focused group MyMove ana-

lyzed data from the USPS about change-ofaddress requests. By far, this is the most comprehensive snapshot of migration trends during the coronavirus pandemic - revealing
nearly 16 million Americans moved between
February and July.
Oregon Leads the Way in Decriminalizing
Hard Drugs. In a first in the nation, Oregon
has rejected charging drug users with criminal
offenses, with voters passing a ballot measure
that decriminalizes possession of heroin,
methamphetamine, LSD, oxycodone and
other hard drugs. (AP 11/4)
Unemployment drops to 6.9% and 638,000
new jobs added. U.S. employers added
638,000 jobs in October, a solid pace as the
country continues the push to reopen the
economy in the wake of the pandemic recession. (onenewsnow.com 11/6)

American Christianity
Biblical Worldview Giving Way to Socialism Among Young Evangelicals.

The head of a ministry that helps Christian
young people strengthen their biblical worldview is looking past the 2020 elections to the
future – and he says it's pretty bleak. Permanent anti-religious, socialist majority is emerging in the United States, a majority that will be
dominant by 2024, and locked in place by
2030," he writes. "Young, church-going Christians aren't fighting this leftward current.
They're swimming with it." Evangelical youth
are buying into socialism and Marxism without

realizing what it's doing to their faith. When
someone says The government will take care
of you just like mom and dad took care of you,
that's a pretty compelling message. Even
though they say they believe in God, the
worldview they embrace is materialism, only
the material world exists. There's no God,
there's no Jesus, there's no Holy Spirit, no
heaven, no hell. That's the worldview that Karl
Marx embraced. (onenewsnow.com 10/28)

The First Post-Christian Generation is
Coming - And it Will Transform America. Those promising a bright American future

are not looking at the data. Western civilization is on the brink of a long and dark postChristian moment. (prophecynewswatch.com 10/27)

More Christian Facebook Pages Come
Under Censorship For Biblical Worldview. Most Americans know that social media
engages in conservative political and religious
censorship. Facebook's ax came down on
Restored Hope Network with removal of all
their content with no advance notice, and no
explanation. RHN is the world's leading network of Christian ministries serving those with
unwanted same-sex attractions. (pnw.com 10/29)

How Close Are We to the Tribulation?
Confirmation of the Covenant—Daniel
9:27. The peace treaties which Israel has

signed with some of the Arab countries is not
the “Confirmation of the Covenant”, but very
likely are precursors to that covenant which
will start of the seven-year Tribulation. The
prophesied confirmation will be identified as a
temporary seven-year covenant and will include a solution for the Jerusalem dilemma. It
is believed the U.N. or a global power will sign
it which will include the Antichrist. Israel will
build her Temple on Temple Mount and institute Jewish worship. The Antichrist will cause
the sacrifices to cease three-and-a-half years
after the signing and will enter the Jewish
Temple and claim to be Messiah. That act
also called in Scripture the “abomination that
maketh desolate,” will reveal to the world the
identity of Antichrist. (Daniel 9:27, 11:31)

More Countries Could Reach Peace
Deals. White House Chief of Staff Mark

Meadows praised the Trump administration for
leading the way to establish peace and stability
in the Middle East. "Three countries now where
peace is on the way, more countries to come,
as many as four to five additional countries
perhaps entering into that," Meadows announced. President Trump said that a deal
between Israel and the Palestinian region may
be on the horizon. (endtime.com 10/30)

Sudan Joins UAE and Bahrain in Normalizing Relations with Israel. “This is

one of the great days in the history of Sudan,”
President Trump declared Friday. PM
Netanyahu added: “Today, Khartoum is saying
yes to peace with Israel, yes to recognition of
Israel and yes to normalization with Israel. This

is a new era, an era of true peace. (Jihadwatch.com
10/27)

Abbas Has Learned His Lesson, Tones
Down Criticism of Sudan. When the UAE
and Bahrain announced their normalization
agreements with Israel, the PA was quick to
denounce both as “betraying Jerusalem and
the Palestinian issue.” They were further accused of “stabbing the Palestinians in the
back.” This did not have the desired effect.
Both the UAE and Bahrain, as did people in
other Gulf states, including the Arab League
denounced the PA. Their response to Sudan
has been muted. (jihadwatch.com 10/28)
Saudi Normalization Ties Close. U.S.
mediated normalization talks between Israel
and Oman are reportedly close to achieving a
breakthrough. There could be major developments following the U.S. presidential elections
according to Yossi Cohen, Director of the na-

